
Topaz

DeNoise AI and Sharpen AI

DeNoise AI

Topaz began with AI Clear, their new product is DeNoise AI

Both use ar ficial intelligence to make best in class adjustments for:

Removing noise and capture sharpening as well as removing fringing in a click or two

In DeNoise you have a choice of using DeNoise or the older product AI Clear – 
ini ally DeNoise didn’t have the Clear op on, but that got added later

These are comments made by others re differences 1. They use different 
algorithms, 2 DeNoise is be er at preserving details and I will show that with 
one of my photos 3 You have more control in DeNoise (sliders) than Clear (high, 
medium, low)

Opening files

Lightroom: Right click and select Edit in (or select Photo at the top and select Edit in), select 
DeNoise AI,  NOTE: the original file is replace with the file a er noise reduc on

Photoshop:  Duplicate the original photo (Control J) or the file will be replaced as in Lightroom, 
Select filter, Topaz Labs and Select DeNoise

Stand Alone: Open DeNoise AI, File, open file or drag and drop the photo

Under file menu are op ons to use graphics processor to speed calcula ons, but Jeff sent me a 
post from 2 months ago that using the graphics processor decreased the quality of the results

If the program begins to run slow, under file menu, preferences, then advanced preferences is a 
reset bu on.  The next processing done will be slower as the program selects the best se ng for
your computer.

Original and View

Lets you see the original and I like the split screen view under View 

You can zoom in or out and the brighten bu on lets you see noise in dark areas be er

Right Side 

Choice of using DeNoise the new product or AI Clear the older product 

What is enlarged doesn’t seem to change any of the auto calcula ons

I always begin with Auto detect to see what the program thinks is best, if you click manual a er 
it is done processing, you get to see the se ng it chose and change those with the sliders

Remove noise slider is self-explanatory



Sharpen is for capture sharpening 

Recover Original detail is to bring back detail that you might not see vs. sharpen which sharpens 
the detail that is already there

Note color noise slider and low light bu on (will show low light really improving results)

Let’s look at a couple of images

Funeral Fires on Ganges River in India, ISO 3200, Nikon D7100, 1/25 sec

Will use this photo to show difference between AI Clear and DeNoise AI – you will see 
much cleaner and sharper with DeNoise – for best quality use DeNoise not AI Clear.  
Note have graphic processor on with DeNoise and would be be er if didn’t use that.

Show one view (not split screen) at 200%, auto detect on both

Man & Dog India, ISO 1600, Nikon D7100, 1/30 sec

Will use this photo to show that some mes clicking low light can improve the photo

Will use this photo to show how DeNoise preserves hair and even makes hair 
con nuous even when noise breaks it up.

Milky Way and Lake, ISO 6400, Nikon D810, 8 sec.

Will use this photo to show again, how low light on can improve photo

Will show at 200% that even taking Noise reduc on all the way up, s ll retains 
sharpness of the stars and doesn’t so en as most programs do as you increase noise 
reduc on amount

.

Sharpen AI

Big advantages:

Sharpens without halos and does some noise reduc on.

Three models:   Sharpen, Stabilize and Focus – I find that I check all three in auto mode, then 
select manual mode that shows the se ngs and decide if I am going to adjust any sliders

Opening files and layout work the same as DeNoise

Topaz says to use a er DeNoise and you don’t need to wait un l the end of processing.  I tend to do it at
the end, so I can see result a er all other adjustments have been made.

There is a masking op on in Sharpen AI, but I use Photoshop because I am familiar with that.  

You can one sharpen mode and apply that to the whole image, save that back to Lightroom or 
Photoshop and then reopen that sharpened image in Sharpen AI and do another mode such as focus or 
Stabilize and then mask so focus or Stabilize is only applied to what it needs to be applied to



I turn off Auto update before moving around in photo to avoid delays in moving around the image while 
it updates what you are seeing but you need to turn Auto update back on when you are at the area you 
want to see, so the preview shows the adjustment

Sample Photos

Salesman Rider and Goods

Will show effect of all three Models and choosing Stabilize with double Noise 
Suppression without losing detail

World Famous Photographer and Spouse

Will show how increasing auto sharpen, sharpening by 50 points, makes photo sharp 
with no halos or crunchiness

Compare with Stabilize (note hate) and focus auto.  Is Sharpen at 44/36 same as 
Stabilize auto?

Doing Laundry

Show how Stabilize makes the shirt sharp and how hat/head while s ll blurred is be er.

I have included a link to a Topaz ar cle on upda ng your GPU to make sure that you get the best 
performance.  I found that Windows had last updated my GPU in 2019 and there were a huge number of
updates since then, so it was very out of date. Lightroom had stopped using my GPU. 
h ps://help.topazlabs.com/hc/en-us/ar cles/360043638851-How-to-update-your-computer-GPU-

Topaz Labs is currently selling DeNoise AI and Sharpen AI for $79.99 each (67.99 a er 15% off).  They 
have a bundle that includes these two products and Gigapixel AI (up or down scales photos) and JPEG to 
Raw which restores detail and increase the dynamic range for $249.99 ($212.49 a er 15% off).  They put
products on sale from me to me.   

They sent me a link that will reduce your cost of any Topaz product or bundle including any items they 
put on sale by 15%.  This is the link to use, if you wish:  h p://topazlabs.refr.cc/vernpaulp


